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MARCH 21-22
Purim & Shushan Purim
NO SCHOOL

As word spread of Haman’s inspired decree to annihilate the Jews, it became crystal
clear that the very existence of the Jewish People was at risk. Eliyahu HaNavi
approached our Patriarchs, Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov, and our leader, Moshe
Rabbeinu and, with great urgency, asked them how they could ignore the perilous
predicament of their descendants: The ministering angels, the sun, moon, stars,
constellations, Heaven and earth all cried in protest, and yet, the Patriarchs took no
notice? The Avos inquired about the offense and Eliyahu HaNavi explained that,
because bnei Yisrael indulged in the feast of King Achashverosh, a decree was issued
calling for their destruction. When the Avos questioned how a pronounced decree
could be nullified, Eliyahu turned to Moshe Rabbeinu and expressed: “Trusted
shepherd, how many times have you interceded to void a Divine decree so that Hashem
would not destroy the Jewish People?” Moshe responded by asking if there was a
worthy man in the generation and Eliyahu responded affirmatively, adding that his
name is Mordechai. “If so,” expressed Moshe, “Go and inform him that he should stand
in prayer (on earth) and we will stand in prayer (in Heaven). Together, we will plead for
mercy” (Midrash Esther Rabba 7:18). Indeed, they davened to Hashem and their
prayers were accepted. Fortunately, our ancestors were spared and, thus, the
celebration of Purim.
The story of Purim celebrates triumph over adversity. It reminds us that regardless of
life’s trials and tribulations, fears and anxieties, and, indeed disappointments, we pick
ourselves up and prepare to continue forward. We recognize that we are blessed to be
part of a global Klal Yisrael and take comfort in the ability to walk in the secure shadow
of our Creator. Sometimes it takes a miracle to achieve salvation – as was historically
experienced by the Jews in the city of Shushan – but there is always hope for a brighter
tomorrow, a more secure future.
Ironically, the Name of Hashem never appears in Megillas Esther. Even when Hashem is
not visible, it is up to us to bring Hashem into our lives. And the more we do so, the
more obvious His Presence will be. Thus, Megillas Esther challenges its readers to make
room for Hashem in our hearts, in our homes and in our lives. Not just on Purim but
every day.
Have a freilechen Purim and a wonderful Shabbos!
(Rabbi & Mrs. Simcha Dessler will be out of town for Purim)
N.Y. prices with Midwest service only at Plaza Auto Leasing! Call Will Evans at 216-707-9000
or email williame@plazaautoleasing.com for your next vehicle!

Purim excitement has been in the halls of the Yeshiva Ketana all week. Many classes
have made impromptu parties and mini carnivals decorating their classrooms and
enjoying yummy food. Our “official” chagigah was loads of fun with everyone
coming in costumes and dancing up a storm!
A very big mazal tov to Mrs. Burnstein’s first
grade talmidim who celebrated completing
Parshas Bereishis with a very special siyum this past Sunday morning. Fathers and
grandfathers shepped nachas as the boys recited psukim and everyone enjoyed a
delicious bagel breakfast. Thank you to Morah Burnstein and Morah Devorie for all of
their dedication and mesiras nefesh with their beloved talmidim.
Nachas From The Yeshiva Ketana
Yitzchok Kohn (Grade 1) took books out of the school library that he knew his siblings
would enjoy reading. When Rebbi offered different colored prizes to the class, Yaakov Kushner (Grade 2) allowed the
others to choose first. Moshe Goldstein (Grade 2) cleans up the classroom at the beginning of each day. Yaakov Kulefsky
(Grade 2) ran to get his Rebbi a chair for lunch. Yonah Koval (Grade 3) arranges the desks each day before class begins.
When Rebbetzin Mann brought in marshmallows as a treat for the second grade, Yaakov Tolchinsky (Grade 2) made certain
that there were enough for all of his classmates. Special recognition goes to the talmidim who enhanced our Beur Tefillah
program with their own questions and answers: Yona Berkowitz, Boruch Busel, Shalom Yosef Goldman and Hershy Krash.

On Tuesday, in our magnificent Beis Medrash, the Oakwood Campus celebrated the bris of young Yehuda Maimon, son of
Rabbi and Mrs. Tzvi Maimon. Rabbi Maimon is a Junior High Rebbi and his talmidim were delighted to join family and friends
at the simcha. May Yehuda grow up to become a talmid chacham and a true link in the Maimon family, descendants of the
Rambam!
Drones Sighting at Oakwood
The Hebrew Academy, STEM students are progressing faster than anticipated with their
drone project. The hands-on portion of this unit was for students to build a 250 mm
sized drone from scratch with a goal of successfully flying the drone. The unit began with
an introduction to electronics and the academic language used in the electronics
industry. In order for students to meet this learning target, the students reviewed the
basics of electrical circuits, Ohm's law, and basic soldering techniques. We also reviewed
the physics of rotary blades and associated aviation terms.
Currently, the students have successfully assembled the quad-copter frames and are nearly finish with the quad copters
electrical wire harnesses. In order to complete that step each student needed to complete 34 solder connections. This is not
an easy task! The electronic components are small and require good soldering technique and attention to detail. When they
finished the electrical board connections, they were taught to check the quality of solder connections and use multimeter to
check the boards for continuity. All of the students have been working hard to complete the project in our short thirtyminute class sessions. They have been very helpful bringing all the materials and equipment to the class, setting it up and
tearing it down each day before Mincha. Their next step is to start setting up the flight controllers and begin programming
the transmitter for flight. With any luck, our next update will include pictures of their quad-copters in the air.
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The 6th grade girls performed a fabulous Adar dance for our entire division. Mrs.
Weiss helped the girls to choreograph a beautiful dance with motions,
gymnastics, costumes and a beautiful backdrop. It helped all of us to be in a
great Adar mood!
The two 5th grades baked a hamantasch treat for all of the girls in the school,
which they gave out on Rosh Chodesh Adar for everyone to enjoy.
The 6th grade met for Bas Mitzvah program this week, and we focused on learning from Esther HaMalka. Esther was
able to keep quiet in the palace and not tell anyone where she came from. We
spoke about the challenge of keeping quiet when we have confidential
information. Then we played a fun game where we saw how our words can get
twisted and changed until we barely recognize them!
Mrs. Goldstein’s 6th grade recreated their classroom in to an Israeli shuk
(marketplace) this Adar. Passersby were treated to vendors hawking their wares,
including Israeli candy, falafel, trinkets and more. The girls gave out Israeli
shekalim that could be used to purchase fun and delicious treats!

This past Thursday, the entire Yavne celebrated together with a Pre-Purim
Chagigah Extravaganza! We were fortunate to have a real, live, frum, Jewish,
popular, woman singer, Malky Giniger, fly in from New York to lead our
simcha-thon. It was a combination of a
spectacular concert performance, with our girls
fully participating in the singing and dancing. We
ended with a kumzitz of heartwarming and
uplifting singing. The music really touched our
souls and put us in the Purim spirit. The girls
were then treated to a deluxe luncheon of
Chinese cuisine in the cafeteria, which was
decorated in a festive oriental style. This was a
Purim party that we are sure our girls will
remember fondly for a long time to come.
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General Studies Division
STEM in Grade 6 Boys
The sixth grade boys have been exploring density and buoyancy. They have been
discussing and learning about what makes something float or sink, as well as how much will it
take to sink something.
This past week, they put some of their new found knowledge to use. Each group was given a
piece of n foil and asked to design a boat that would fit in our tub of water in the front of
the room. The challenge was to not only create a boat, but one that would hold the most number of pennies before it
sank. There were many crea ve designs and the compe on was great. The winning boat belonged to Shalom Yosef
Goldman holding more than 250 pennies (approx. 1.5 pounds).
The boys will con nue to discuss density and buoyancy over the next couple of weeks. Stay tuned for when the boys will
create boats out of only cardboard and duct tape and sail across a pool while in the boat.
Literature Study in Mrs. Fink’s 6th Grade Girls Class
Mrs Fink’s 6th grade girls are in the thick of test prepara ons and intensive wri ng tasks. The girls are working at
comparing two diﬀerent literature pieces and sharpening their ability to cite text, share their view points using evidence,
and formula ng long essays. This comes a er an analysis of a novel where the students had to use a thesis statement and
compose a five paragraph essay.

Early Childhood Division
This week we celebrated the
upcoming yom tov Purim. We
sang, danced and had so much
fun! These are just a few of the
many pictures that we took, to
give you a li le glimpse of our
Purim Chagigos.

Mazel tov!


Rabbi & Mrs. Simcha Dessler on the birth of a grandson to Shalom and Toba Dessler
Mazel tov to Rebbetzin Miriam Dessler.



Rabbi & Mrs. Yitz Kroll on the birth of a daughter
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Relationships
by Mrs. Tammy Karmel

Two Part Series
Wednesday, March 27
and Wednesday, April 3
Hebrew Academy
1860 South Taylor Road
8:15 pm

For more information or to sponsor please contact Leah at 216.551.4141
Suggested donation $5-$10. All proceeds help defray Tammy's medical expenses.
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$18/person - Includes recipe tastings and wine
(kosher dietary laws observed)
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Join Jewish Cleveland women as we prepare for Passover!
Naomi Nachman, renowned kosher blogger, will host a cooking
demonstration and share unique recipes to liven up your Passover
meal. These recipes will be good year-round – we hope you’ll join us,
even if you’re not the one preparing the Seder!
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Plus, learn about Federation’s work to make Cleveland one of the
most vibrant and caring Jewish communities in the world.
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For more information, please contact Rebecca Sattin at
rsattin@jcfcleve.org or 216-593-2873.
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